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5 Conclusions and Outlook   
Nonlinear methods of spectral analysis is an open field of research. Though considered
already more than 25 years ago [HAY83] one still finds a surprising high impact of the
linear techniques like the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on the modality, how
experiments on spectral characterization are planned and how the measured data is
analyzed. The question, whether this is methodically favorable, is answered by the
thesis  through  testing  a  computational  alternative  elaborated  in  this  work  that
employs a nonlinear analysis strategy. The new method noted as Adaptive Spectrum
Analysis (ASA) is based on Kalman filtering. It was implemented on a modern digital
signal processor in parallel with the prior linear standards, to compare the spectral
tracking  performance  in  an  experimental  competition.  Single  frequency  spectrum
analysis  is  common  to  apply  digital  lock−in  amplification.  The  method  measures
magnitude and phase of a spectral line by an orthogonal projection of the signal to be
decomposed on a complex reference oscillator. The single line ASA filter however turns
the point of view and synthesizes the signal by a complex weight of the reference to
gain best match. Magnitude and phase are estimated  by the synthesis procedure. The
strategy also holds in multi line  ASA filtering where the reference is extended to an
oscillator  ensemble.  As  a  benchmark  of  the  tracking  dynamics  random  jumps  in
magnitude, phase and frequency of a single harmonic were analyzed applying both
statements  and  extracting  the  characteristic  time  constants  of  the  complex
identification. Moreover the single line ASA filter was used to measure the mechanical
transfer  function  of  a  commercial  piezo  actuator,  as  employed  in  scanning  probe
microscopy, in a frequency wobble experiment. The spectral data was used next as a
complex  actuator  model  to  emulate  the  system  response  on  arbitrary  broadband
stimuli, which allows to compare the performance of the multiline ASA filter with the
FFT. The check up gives strong evidence that time has come for a tool exchange, as the
focus is set on realtime signal processing. Both in single frequency and broadband
characterization  the  nonlinear  approach  turns  out  to  be  superior  to  its  linear
equivalent. As for the broadband case the numerical effort is 10−fold less than in FFT
and regarding  single  frequency  analysis  the  response  is  10−times  faster  than  the
common digital lock−in amplifier. It is highly recommended to try the  ASA filter in
realtime applications.
To  allow  for  a  spatially  resolved  characterization  of  the  actuator  response  a  new
instrument generation for nanooptical vibration analysis was set up in the laboratory.
The nanocartographer integrates standard opto−mechanical components to provide a
lateral vibration mode resolution of 10 nm and a magnitude resolution of 1 nm under
ambient conditions. The design is based on the measurement principle of atomic force
microscopy. It was clarified, how coordinate based motion on virtual micron meshes
within a cartographic area of 25×100 mm is feasible through a mechanical refinement
of standard linear translation technology. Flatness of the motion was achieved below 2
micron. The implementation of a backlash correction in the motion control software
now  supports  50  nm  accuracy  of  navigation  on  the  cartographic  grid.  The
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characterization data was measured on flatness and spacing calibration standards as
customary in scanning electron microscopy. The imaging capabilities  of  the atomic
force microscope sub unit were shown in scanning artificial opal films on a silicon
wafer  substrate.  All  films  were  fabricated  in  the  laboratory  by  spin  coating  and
imaged in a scanning electron microscope for comparison. The lateral resolution limit
of 10 nm within a horizontal navigation range of 100 mm is equally demonstrated by
coordinate  based  imaging  of  the  films  and  large  scale  optical  gratings.  Thus  the
instrument  is  competitive  in  the  characterization  of  systems  having  a  complexity
degree  of  7,  according  to  the  definition  given  in  the  thesis.  This  is  one  order
of  magnitude  higher,  than  the  typical  requirement  in  nanooptical  systems.  The
nanocartographer plays the role of a model system that is featured to evaluate the
new method of realtime spectrum analysis. Aforementioned vertical resolution limit of
1 nm was estimated from said piezo actuator resonance data.
We close the thesis with an outlook on open questions and possible projects in the near
future. The Kalman filter was never considered for high dimensional spectral analysis
due  to  the  expected  excessive  computational  demand.  Notice  that  one  finds  the
Kalman  gain  vector  in  a  locked  state  related  to  the  reference  oscillators  as  the
adaptive  filter  is  computed  in  its  original  form.  The  existence  of  a  characteristic
magnitude and phase profile in the gain coordinates is the key that opens the door to a
valid  nonlinear  spectral  estimation  strategy.  The  reformulation  minimizes  the
numerical burden.  Former opinion that the Kalman filter is too demanding for the
discussed application is entirely revised by the contribution of the thesis. The gain
profile has to be provided as a parameter vector in the ASA filter algorithm. Thus it
must be precomputed offline, which is a rather time consuming procedure as it gets to
higher  dimensions.  In  case  of  the  reported  studies  on  broadband  stimuli  the
observation domain was extended to 2048 orders and preprocessing took about a day.
Thus a first proposal is to examine, whether there exists an efficient mathematical
way  to  generate  the  profile.  Maybe  this  is  directed  towards  the  solution  of  an
eigenvalue  problem.  A  second  open  question  is,  how  a  set  of  frequency  variable
reference  oscillators  develops  while  adapting  a  system  response  with  unknown
stimulus.  Can this  be  used for  a  self  aligning  mechanism to  allocate  poles  in  the
complex plane ? Finally we address some experimental issues. It has been worked out
theoretically that the ASA filter utilizes the principle of conserving cross correlations.
We ask third : are there parallels to the methods known in optical correlation ? Can
we learn something new from the nonlinear spectral analysis technique that might be
employed in optical information processing ? Fourth topic is directed towards atomic
force microscopy. In the last years cantilever frequency modulation techniques paved
the way to atomic resolution. Do we achieve subatomic resolution taking into account
higher harmonics of the cantilever oscillation ? Can we decompose them in realtime
with an ASA filter ?
The  successful  application  of  the  nonlinear  spectrum  analysis  technique  on  the
problem of enhancing power quality in electrical networks [KKO09] showed that it is
worth to let mind wander.
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A – 1 Appendix A Code Examples 
1. Application software flowchart  
Figure A.1 : Flowchart of application software. The assembly code added to the appendix
covers the adaptive spectrum analysis filter as discussed in the thesis, chapter 3. All sources
have been implemented ,  tested and verified on an Analog Devices  ADSP–21160M SHARC
microcomputer.
Appendix A    Code Examples A – 2
2. Adaptive spectrum analyzer header file    
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: definitions_ASA.h
date modified: 10/05/08 Karl Koch rev 1.0





/* data I/O */
#define SAMPLE_RATE 20000.0 // adc sampling rate
#define MODEL_ORDER 100                // 10000 // number of model frequencies
#define MODEL_NOISE 0.01 // system response emulation noise
/* adaptive filter */
#define LOS 1024 // length of sine table
#define PI 3.14159265358979323846
#define HARMONIC_ORDER 100                // 2048 // number of analysis frequencies
#define WRAP 4294967295 // 32bit
#define SIGMA1 1.0 // system noise covariance
#define SIGMA2 1.0 // measurement noise covariance
#endif // #ifndef __DEF_ASA_H_
3. Adaptive spectrum analyzer global variables    
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: global.asm
date modified: 15/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0
purpose: adaptive spectrum analyzer global variables
***********************************************************************************************/




A – 3 Appendix A Code Examples 
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// mathematical functions
// variable declaration in DM data section
.global seed; // pseudo random number generator seed
.global dag; // division data address generator stack
.global sine_table; // nco SIMD sine / cosine table
.global sine_coefficients; // sine / cosine computation
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// data I/O
// variable declaration in SRAM data section
.global monitor; // dual channel monitor buffer
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// system response emulation
// variable declaration in DM data section
.global phi_emulator; // emulation nco phase vector
.global x_emulator; // emulation nco vector
// variable declaration in PM data section
.global dphi_emulator; // emulation nco phase gradient vector
.global model; // model spectrum
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// adaptive filter
// variable declaration in DM data section
.global phi; // nco phase vector
.global x; // nco vector
.global k; // Kalman gain vector
.global gain_magnitudes; // Kalman gain magnitude profile
.global gain_phasing; // Kalman gain phase profile
.global r; // system response
.global y; // adaptive filter output
.global e; // spectral estimation error
// variable declaration in PM data section
.global dphi; // nco phase gradient vector
.global f; // filtered data vector + wrap zone !
.global w; // spectral estimation vector = adaptive filter core
.global O; // adaptive filter autocovariance
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.section/dm seg_dmda;
.var seed[2] = 0.0, 0.0;
.var dag[3];
.var sine_table[ 2 * LOS ];
.var sine_coefficients[11] = 
 0.31830988618379067154,  3.14160156250000000000, -8.908910206761537356617E-6, 
 9.536743164E-7, -0.737066277507114174E-12,  0.160478446323816900E-9,
-0.250518708834705760E-7,  0.275573164212926457E-5, -0.198412698232225068E-3,
 0.833333333327592139E-2, -0.166666666666659653;
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.var phi_emulator[ MODEL_ORDER ];
.var x_emulator[ 2 * MODEL_ORDER ];
.var phi[ HARMONIC_ORDER ];
.var x[ 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER ];
.var k[ 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER ];
.var gain_magnitudes[HARMONIC_ORDER] = "gain_magnitudes.dat";
.var gain_phasing[HARMONIC_ORDER] = "gain_phasing.dat";
.var r[ 2 ];
.var e[ 2 ];
.var y[ 2 ];
.section/dm seg_sbsram;
.var monitor[ 2048 ];
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.section/pm seg_pmda;
.var dphi_emulator[ MODEL_ORDER ] = "nco_frequencies.dat";
.var model[ 2 * MODEL_ORDER ];
.var dphi[ HARMONIC_ORDER ] = "nco_frequencies.dat";
.var f[ 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER + 1 ];
.var w[ 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER ];
.var O[4 * HARMONIC_ORDER * HARMONIC_ORDER];
4. Mathematical routines 
4 1. Park―Miller minimal standard pseudo random numbers     
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: functions.asm
date modified: 16/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0
purpose: mathematical subroutines for use with the ADSP-21160 adaptive spectrum analysis (ASA) algorithm,
developed for the ADSP-21160 EZKIT evaluation platform
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
equations implemented:
1) pseudo random number generation implemented in floating point format: the DSP code features a variant of 
the Park-Miller minimal standard algorithm
2) floating point division algorithm based on iterative convergence
3) sine computation based on Taylor series
***********************************************************************************************/
// ADSP-21160 system register bit definitions





// function declaration in PM code section
.global prng; // floating point pseudo random number generator ( int32 core )
.global divide; // floating point division
.global sine; // floating point sine function
// externally declared objects
.extern seed; // random seed
.extern dag; // data address generator software stack




generate a series of floating point random numbers in the range of 0.0 ... 1.0
calling register result register altered registers computation time




r0 = dm(seed); // load seed
r1 = 69621; // full-period-multiplier : 16807  47271  69621
r0 = r0 * r1 (uui); // full-period-multiplier * seed
r1 = 2147483647; // modulo range 2^31 - 1
r0 = r0 and r1; // seed = 69621 * seed mod(2^31 - 1)
r0 = r0 + 1; // bootstrap protection
dm(seed) = r0; // save seed
rts(db) , f0 = float r0; // convert to floating point format
f1 = 1.0 / 2147483647.0; // 1 / ( 2^31 - 1 )
f0 = f0 * f1; // downscaling
prng.end:
4 2. Division algorithm based on iterative convergence      
/***********************************************************************************************
compute the quotient of two floating point numbers q = d / n
calling registers result register altered registers computation time
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divide: // assume reciprocal error e
f0   = recips f12 , f7 = f0; // f0 = ( 1 + n · e ) / n f7 = d
f11 = 2.0; // f11 = 2
f12 = f0 * f12; // f12 = 1 + n · e
f7   = f0 * f7 , f0 = f11 – f12; // f7 = d · ( 1 + n · e ) / n f0 = 1 – n · e
f12 = f0 * f12; // f12 = 1 – ( n · e )2
f7   = f0 * f7 , f0 = f11 – f12; // f7 = d · ( 1 – ( n · e )2 ) / n f0 = 1 + ( n · e )2
rts(db) , f12 = f0 * f12; // f12 = 1 – ( n · e )4
f7   = f0 * f7 , f0 = f11 – f12; // f7 = d · ( 1 – ( n · e )4 ) / n f0 = 1 + ( n · e )4
f0   = f0 * f7; // f0 = d · ( 1 + ( n · e )8 ) / n
divide.end:
4 3 Sine function by 8.       th order Taylor series   
/***********************************************************************************************
compute the sine value of a floating point number in radians
calling registers result register altered registers computation time





dm(dag)     = B0; // push pointer0 register entries to software stack
dm(dag+1) = I0;
dm(dag+2) = L0;
B0 = sine_coefficients; // set pointer 0 to sine coefficients base address
L0 = length(sine_coefficients); // program data address generator for circular buffering
f7 = 1.0; // initialize sign( sine ) +
f8 = abs f0 , f2 = dm(I0,1); // f8 = abs( phase ) , f2 = 1 / pi
quadrant:
f4 = f8 * f2; // f4 = abs( phase ) / pi
r2 = fix f4; // r2 = (int)( abs( phase ) / pi )
btst r2 by 0; // test for quadrant
if not sz f7 = - f7;
f4 = float r2 , f2 = dm(I0,1);
zero_order_approximation:
f12 = f2 * f4;
f8   = f8 - f12 , f4  = dm(I0,1); // f8 = abs( phase ) mod( pi )
f4   = f8 – f4 , f12 = f8; // test for approximation
if lt jump sign;
taylor_series:
f12 = f12 * f12, f4 = dm(I0,1); // (( a0 x2 + a1 ) x2 + a2 ) x2 +  ... ) x2 + a6 ) x
lcntr = 6, do compute_poly until lce;
f4 = f4 * f12 , f2 = dm(I0,1);
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compute_poly: f4 = f2 + f4;
f4   = f12 * f4;
f4   = f4 * f8;
f12 = f4 + f8;
sign: f0 = f12 * f7; // f0 = sine( phase )
B0 = dm(dag); // restore data address generator base from software stack
rts(db,lr);
I0 = dm(dag+1); // restore data address generator index from software stack
L0 = dm(dag+2); // restore data address generator length from software stack
sine.end:
5. Software initialization routines  
5 1. Single instruction multiple data sine and cosine table of arbitrary length          
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: software_initialization.asm
date modified: 18/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0
purpose:    initialization of the adaptive spectrum analysis (ASA) software
***********************************************************************************************/





// function declaration in PM code section
// adaptive filter
.global load_sine_table; // generate entries of SIMD sine / cosine table
.global load_phase_gradient; // compute nco phase gradient vector from a list of frequencies
.global load_autocovariance; // initialize diagonal elements of autocovariance matrix
.global load_gain_phasing; // initialize adaptive spectrum analyzer gain phase profile
// externally declared objects
.extern dphi_emulator; // emulation nco phase gradient vector
.extern dphi; // nco phase gradient vector
.extern sine_table; // nco SIMD sine / cosine table
.extern O; // autocovariance matrix
.extern gain_phasing; // adaptive spectrum analyzer gain phase profile
.extern divide; // division
.extern sine; // sine function
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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.section/pm seg_pmco;
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//   generate entries of SIMD sine / cosine table
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
load_sine_table:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L;
bit clr mode1 PEYEN;
B0 = sine_table; // base address of nco sine table
L0 = length(sine_table); // length of buffer
f0  = 1.0;
r12 = LOS; f12 = float r12; // LOS = number of sine values
call divide; // 1 / LOS
r1 = 0; // table index n
f3 = f0;
f5 = 2 * PI;
f3 = f3 * f5; // 2pi / LOS
f5 = PI / 2;
lcntr = LUT , do load_table until lce;
f9  = float r1; // (float) table index n
f9  = f9 * f3; // phase = 2pi * n / LOS
f0  = f9 + f5; // phase = 2pi * n / LOS + pi / 2
call sine; // f0 = sine( 2pi * n / LOS + pi / 2 ) = cosine( 2pi * n / LOS )
dm(I0,1) = f0; // write cosine value to SIMD sine / cosine table 
f0  = f9;
call sine; // f0 = sine( 2pi * n / LOS )
dm(I0,1) = f0; // write sine value to SIMD sine / cosine table 
load_table: r1 = r1 + 1; // increment table index
rts;
load_sine_table.end:
5 2. Phase gradient vector of numerically controlled oscillator base        
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//   compute nco phase gradient vector from a list of frequencies
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
load_phase_gradient:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L;
bit clr mode1 PEYEN;
f1  = WRAP / SAMPLE_RATE; // phase unity step scaler
B8  = dphi_emulator; // base address of system response emulator phase gradient vector
L8  = length(dphi_emulator); // length of buffer
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lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER , do convert_model_f until lce;
f0 = pm(I8,0);
f0 = f0 * f1; // phase unity step per core cycle (float)
r0 = fix f0; // phase unity step per core cycle (integer)
convert_model_f: pm(I8,1) = r0; // write phase unity steps to phase gradient vector
B8  = dphi; // base address of nco phase gradient vector
L8  = length(dphi); // length of buffer
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER , do convert_nco_f until lce;
f0 = pm(I8,0);
f0 = f0 * f1; // phase unity step per core cycle (float)
r0 = fix f0; // phase unity step per core cycle (integer)
convert_nco_f: pm(I8,1) = r0; // write phase unity steps to phase gradient vector
rts;
load_phase_gradient.end:
5 3. Spectral estimation error autocovariance matrix      
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//   initialize diagonal elements of autocovariance matrix
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
load_autocovariance:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L;
bit clr mode1 PEYEN;
B8 = O;
L8 = length(O);
M8 = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER + 1;
r0 = SIGMA1; // system noise covariance
lcntr = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER , do matrix until lce;
matrix: pm(I8,M8) = r0;
I8 = B8; // reset pointer
rts;
load_autocovariance.end:
5 4. Adaptive spectrum analyzer gain phase profile        
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
//   initialize adaptive spectrum analyzer gain phase profile
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
load_gain_phasing:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L;
bit clr mode1 PEYEN;
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B0  = gain_phasing; // base address of Kalman gain phase profile
L0  = length(gain_phasing); // length of buffer
f1 = WRAP / ( 2 * PI ); // phase unity step scaler (float)
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER , do convert_phasing until lce;
f0 = dm(I0,0);
f0 = f0 * f1; // phasing (float)
r0 = fix f0; // phasing (integer)
convert_phasing: dm(I0,1) = r0; // write to gain phasing vector
rts;
load_gain_phasing.end:
6. System response emulation by complex transfer models      
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: system_response.asm
date modified: 15/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0
purpose: system response acquisition / emulation
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
equation implemented:
r(n) = < x(n) | model(n) > + ρ(n)
where r(n) = emulated system response
| x(n) > = [ x(k) x(k-1)... x(k-N+1) ] = nco vector,
| model(n) > = [ model(0) model(1)...model(N-1)] = model spectrum
ρ(n) = random noise
N = number of adaptive filter taps , n = time index
***********************************************************************************************/





// function declaration in PM code section
.global system_response;
// externally declared objects
.extern sine_table; // nco SIMD sine / cosine table
.extern phi_emulator; // emulation nco phase vector
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.extern x_emulator; // emulation nco vector
.extern dphi_emulator; // emulation nco phase gradient vector
.extern model; // model spectrum
.extern seed; // random number seed
.extern r; // system response




//   system response acquisition / emulation
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
system_response:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L|PEYEN;
bit clr mode1 BDCST1;
/* program data address generator */
B0  = sine_table; // base address of nco SIMD sine / cosine table
L0  = length(sine_table); // length of buffer
B1  = phi_emulator; // base address of emulation nco phase vector
L1  = length(phi_emulator); // length of buffer
B2  = x_emulator; // base address of emulation nco vector
L2  = length(x_emulator); // length of buffer
B8  = dphi_emulator; // base address of emulation nco phase gradient vector
L8  = length(dphi_emulator); // length of buffer
B9  = model; // base address of system response emulation model
L9  = length(model); // length of buffer
M0 =  0; M1 =  2; M8 =  2;  r14 = - 22;
/*  system response emulation  */ // nco frequency index i
lcntr = length(x_emulator) / 4 , do response_nco until lce;
r0 = dm(I1,M0) , r1 = pm(I8,M8); // load phase and phase increment @ i and i+1
r0 = r0 + r1; // ramp phase @ i and i+1
dm(I1,M1) = r0; // write back phase
r0 = lshift r0 by r14; // get pointers to SIMD sine / cosine table
r0 = r0 + r0; // adapt pointers for SIMD table access
M2 = r0; // dag modifier phase @ i
M3 = s0; // dag modifier phase @ i + 1
f0 = dm(M2,I0); // pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i
f1 = dm(M3,I0); // pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i + 1
dm(I2,M1) = f0; // store nco @ i
response_nco: dm(I2,M1) = f1; // store nco @ i+1
f12 = f12 - f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M8); // r = < x | model >
f8 = f0 * f4, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M8); // harmonic process
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lcntr = length(model) / 2 - 2, do response_emulation until lce;
response_emulation: f8 = f0 * f4, f12 = f8 + f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M8);
f8 = f0 * f4, f12 = f8 + f12; // → floating point mac operation
f12 = f8 + f12;
f0 = dm(seed); // noise generator
call prng;
dm(seed) = f0;
f1  = MODEL_NOISE;
f8  = f0 * f1;
f12 = f8 + f12; // add noise to response
f0 = s12;
rts(db); // return from subroutine(delayed branch)
f0 = f0 + f12;
dm(r) = f0; // store response
system_response.end:
7. Kalman filter 
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: kalman_filter.asm
date modified: 15/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0
purpose: performs the adaptive spectrum analysis (ASA) algorithm implemented with full Kalman filtering
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
equations implemented:
1) y(n) = < x(n) | w(n) >
where y(n) = adaptive filter output
| x(n) > = [ x(k) x(k-1)... x(k-N+1) ] = nco vector = adaptive filter input,
| w(n) > = [ w(0) w(1)...w(N-1)] = spectral estimation vector = adaptive filter taps
N = number of adaptive filter taps , n = time index
2) e(n) = r(n) – y(n)
where e(n) = filter a priori error signal
r(n) = system response
y(n) = adaptive filter output
3) | f(n) > = O(n-1) | x(n) >
where | f(n) > = filtered data vector, | f > is of order N
O(n-1) = estimation error autocovariance matrix, O is of order N x N,
| x(n) > = nco vector, | x > is of order N
4) g(n) = 1 / ( sigma1 + < x(n) | f(n) > )
where g(n) = gain normalization factor
| x(n) > = nco vector, | x > is of order N
| f(n) > = filtered data vector, | f > is of order N
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sigma1 = measurement noise covariance
5) | k(n) > = g(n) | f(n) >
where | k(n) > = Kalman gain vector, | k > is of order N
| f(n) > = filtered data vector, | f > is of order N
g(n) = gain normalization factor
6) | w(n) > = | w(n-1) > + e(n) | k(n) >
where | w(n) > = optimized spectral estimation vector, | w > is of order N
| k(n) > = Kalman gain vector, | k > is of order N
e(n) = filter a priori error signal
7) O(n) = O(n-1) - | f(n) >< k(n) | + sigma2 · I
where O(n) = estimation error autocovariance matrix, O is of order N x N,
| f(n) >< k(n) | = cross correlation matrix of filtered data vector and Kalman gain
sigma2 = state transition noise covariance and identity matrix I
***********************************************************************************************/




// function declaration in PM code section
.global kalman_filter; // Kalman filter algorithm
// externally declared objects
.extern sine_table; // nco SIMD sine / cosine table
.extern phi; // nco phase vector
.extern x; // nco vector
.extern k; // Kalman gain vector
.extern dphi; // nco phase gradient vector
.extern w; // spectral estimation vector = adaptive filter core
.extern f; // filtered data vector
.extern O; // estimation error autocovariance matrix
.extern r; // system response
.extern y; // adaptive filter output




//   Kalman filter algorithm
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
kalman_filter:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L|RND32|PEYEN;
nop;
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/* program data address generator */
B0  = sine_table; // base address of nco SIMD sine / cosine table
L0  = length(sine_table); // length of buffer
B1  = phi; // base address of nco phase vector
L1  = length(phi); // length of buffer
B2  = x; // base address of nco vector
L2  = length(x); // length of buffer
B3  = k; // base address of Kalman gain vector
L3  = length(k); // length of buffer
B8  = dphi; // base address of nco phase gradient vector
L8  = length(dphi); // length of buffer
B9  = f; // base address of filtered data vector
L9  = length(f) - 1; // length of buffer – wrap zone
B10 = w; // base address of spectral estimation vector
L10 = length(w); // length of buffer
B11 = O; // base address of autocovariance matrix
L11 = length(O); // length of buffer
M0  =  0; M1 = 2; M8 = - 2; M9 = 0; M10 = 1; M11 = 2; M12 = 4; M13 = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER + 1;
r14 = - 22;
/*  x: drive nco ensemble // sine_table : I0 phi : I1 x : I2 dphi : I8 //  */
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER / 2 , do nco until lce; // nco frequency index i
r0 = dm(I1,M0) , r1 = pm(I8,M11); // load phase and phase increment @ i and i+1
r0 = r0 + r1; // ramp phase @ i and i+1
dm(I1,M1) = r0; // write back phase
r0 = lshift r0 by r14; // get pointers to SIMD sine / cosine table
r0 = r0 + r0; // adapt pointers for SIMD table access 
M2 = r0; // dag modifier phase @ i
M3 = s0; // dag modifier phase @ i+1
f0 = dm(M2,I0); // pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i
f1 = dm(M3,I0); // pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i + 1
dm(I2,M1) = f0; // store nco @ i
nco: dm(I2,M1) = f1; // store nco @ i+1
/*  y: read from nco ensemble, calculate adaptive filter output // x : I2 w : I10 //  */
f12 = f12-f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I10,M11);
f8 = f0*f4, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I10,M11);
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER - 2, do mac1 until lce;
mac1: f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I10,M11);
f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12; // y = < x | w >
f12 = f8+f12; // FIR filtering of nco by spectral estimate
f0 = s12; // → floating point mac operation
f0 = f0+f12;
dm(y) = f0; // store adaptive filter output
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/*  e: determine the spectral estimation error  */
f1 = dm(r); // load system response
f0 = f1-f0; // e = r – y
dm(e) = f0; // store error
/*  f: compute the filtered data vector // x : I2 f : I9 O : I11 //  */
lcntr = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER, do compute_f until lce;
f12 = f12-f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I11,M11);
f8 = f0*f4, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I11,M11);
lcntr = length(x) / 2 - 2, do mac2 until lce;
mac2: f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I11,M11);
f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12; // | f > = O | x >
f12 = f8+f12; // FIR filtering of nco by autocovariance matrix row
f0 = s12; // → floating point mac operation
f0 = f0+f12;
compute_f:  pm(I9,1) = f0; // store filtered data vector @ i
/*  k and w: compute the Kalman gain vector, update spectrum in parallel // x : I2 k : I3 f : I9 w : I10 //  */
f12 = SIGMA1; // sigma1 = measurement noise covariance
f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M11); // g = 1 / ( sigma1 + < x | f > )
f8 = f0*f4, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M11); // compute ( sigma1 + < x | f > )
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER - 2, do mac4 until lce;
mac4: f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12, f0 = dm(I2,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M11);
f8 = f0*f4, f12 = f8+f12; // FIR filtering of nco by filtered data vector
f12 = f8+f12; // → floating point mac operation
f0 = s12;
f0 = f0+f12, f4 = pm(I9,M11);
f0 = recips f0; // reciprocal ( sigma1 + < x | f > )
f1 = dm(e); // load e
f5 = f0*f4; // | k > = g | f >
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER, do compute_k_w until lce;
f8 = f1*f5 , dm(I3,M1) = f5 , f12 = pm(I10,M9);
f12 = f8+f12 , f4 = pm(I9,M11);
// | w > + = e | k >
compute_k_w: f5 = f0*f4 , pm(I10,M11) = f12; // store spectral estimate @ i
I9 = B9; // reset pointer to filtered data vector
/*  O1: update the autocovariance matrix // k : I3 f : I9 O : I11 //  */
bit set mode1 BDCST9; // enable broadcast load on filtered data vector | f >
 
lcntr = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER, do compute_O until lce;
f0 = dm(I3,M1), f4 = pm(I9,M10);
f8 = f0*f4, f12 = pm(I11,M11);
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lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER - 1,do update_row until lce;
f8 = f12-f8, f0 = dm(I3,M1), f12 = pm(I11,M8);
update_row: f8 = f0*f4, pm(I11,M12) = f8;
f8 = f12-f8, modify(I11,M8);
compute_O: pm(I11,M11) = f8; // update matrix O by outer product | f >< k |
I3 = B3; I9 = B9; I11 = B11; // reset pointers to Kalman gain vector, filtered data 
// vector and autocovariance matrix
bit clr mode1 BDCST9|PEYEN; // disable broadcast load on filtered data vector | f >
f1 = SIGMA2; // sigma2 = state transition noise covariance
lcntr = 2 * HARMONIC_ORDER, do matrix until lce;
f0 = pm(I11,M9);
f0 = f0+f1;
matrix: pm(I11,M13) = f0; // update trace O + = sigma2 · I
I11 = B11; // reset pointer
rts(db); // return from subroutine(delayed branch)
f0 = 0.0; // clear matrix element O[1][1]
pm(M13,I11) = f0;
kalman_filter.end:
8. Adaptive Spectrum Analysis ASA filter   (  ) 
/***********************************************************************************************
(C) Copyright 2008 - Karl Koch. All rights reserved.
file name: asa_filter.asm
date modified: 18/11/08 Karl Koch revision 1.0




1) y(n) = < x(n) | w(n) >
where y(n) = adaptive filter output
| x(n) > = [ x(k) x(k-1)... x(k-N+1) ] = nco vector = adaptive filter input,
| w(n) > = [ w(0) w(1)...w(N-1)] = spectral estimation vector = adaptive filter taps
N = number of adaptive filter taps , n = time index
2) e(n) = r(n) – y(n)
where e(n) = filter a priori error signal
r(n) = system response
y(n) = adaptive filter output
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3) | k(n) > = T | x(n) >
where | k(n) > = Kalman gain vector, | k > is of order N
| x(n) > = nco vector, | x > is of order N
T twiddle matrix that reconstructs | k > from | x >
4) | w(n) > = | w(n-1) > + e(n) | k(n) >
where | w(n) > = optimized spectral estimation vector, | w > is of order N
| k(n) > = Kalman gain vector, | k > is of order N
e(n) = filter a priori error signal
***********************************************************************************************/




// function declaration in PM code section
.global asa_filter;














//   adaptive spectrum analysis (ASA) filter algorithm
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
asa_filter:
bit set mode1 SRD1H|SRD1L|SRD2H|SRD2L|PEYEN|BDCST1;
nop;
/* program data address generator */
B0  = sine_table; // base address of nco sine table
L0  = length(sine_table); // length of buffer
B1  = gain_magnitudes; // base address of Kalman gain magnitude profile
L1  = length(gain_magnitudes); // length of buffer
B2  = gain_phasing; // base address of Kalman gain phase profile
L2  = length(gain_phasing); // length of buffer
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B3  = phi; // base address of nco phase vector
L3  = length(phi); // length of buffer
B4  = k; // base address of Kalman gain vector
L4  = length(k); // length of buffer
B8  = dphi; // base address of nco phase gradient vector
L8  = length(dphi); // length of buffer
B9  = w; // base address of adaptive filter taps
L9  = length(w); // length of buffer
M0 = 0;  M1 = 2;  M8 = -2;  M9 = 2;  M10 = 4;
/* gain reconstruction */
f12 =  0.0;
r14 = -22;
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER / 2 , do gain until lce; // i : nco frequency index
r0 = dm(I3,M0) , r1 = pm(I8,M9); // load nco phase and increment @ i
r0 = r0 + r1 , r1 = dm(I2,M1) , f4 = pm(I9,M9); // r0 = nco phase, load gain phasing and w @ i
r1 = r0 + r1 , dm(I3,M1) = r0 , f5 = pm(I9,M9); // r1 = gain phase, store nco phase, load w @ i+1
r0 = lshift r0 by r14 , f6 = dm(I1,1); // get pointers to SIMD sine / cosine table @ i,
// broadcast load gain magnitude @ i
r0 = r0 + r0 , f7 = dm(I1,1); // adapt pointers for SIMD table access @ i
// broadcast load gain magnitude @ i+1
r1 = lshift r1 by r14 , M2 = r0; // get pointers to SIMD sine / cosine table @ i+1,
// dag modifier nco phase @ i
r1 = r1 + r1 , M3 = s0; // adapt pointers for SIMD table access @ i+1
// dag modifier nco phase @ i+1
M4 = r1; // dag modifier gain phase @ i
M5 = s1; // dag modifier gain phase @ i+1
f0 = dm(M2,I0); // nco: pre-modify access sine / cosine table  @ i
f8 = f0 * f4 , f1 = dm(M3,I0); // nco: pre-modify access sine / cosine table  @ i+1
f8 = f1 * f5 , f12 = f8 + f12 , f2 = dm(M4,I0); // gain: pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i
f2 = f2 * f6 , f12 = f8 + f12 , f3 = dm(M5,I0); // gain: pre-modify access sine / cosine table @ i+1
f3 = f3 * f7 , dm(I4,M1) = f2; // store gain @ i
gain: dm(I4,M1) = f3; // store gain @ i+1
f0 = s12; // y = < x | w >
f0 = f0 + f12; // FIR filtering of nco by spectral estimate
dm(y) = f0; // → floating point mac operation
// store adaptive filter output
/* adaptation error */
f0 = dm(r); // load system response
f4 = dm(y); // load adaptive filter output
f4 = f0 – f4; // e = r – y
dm(e) = f4; // store error
/* adaptation */
f0 = dm(I4,M1), f12 = pm(I9,M9); // | w > + = e | k >
f8 = f0 * f4;
lcntr = HARMONIC_ORDER - 1, do adaptation until lce;
f8 = f8 + f12, f0 = dm(I4,M1), f12 = pm(I9,M8);
adaptation: f8 = f0 * f4 , pm(I9,M10) = f8; // store spectral estimate @ i
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/* end of software pipeline */
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B – 1 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
1. Recursive Least Squares Filter   
The following paragraph shows the solution to the least squares fit problem of a given
system response.  The  presentation features  the  well  known  〉〈 ketbra |  notation  to
handle the linear algebra transformations.
1 1 Filter kernel.    :
[ ] TNnxnxnxnxnx|   )1(  )2( , )1( , )( )( +−−−=〉 K ( B.1 )
[ ] TN nwnwnwnwnw   )(  )( , )( , )( )( 321| K=〉 ( B.2 )
)(nx adaptive filter input data samples
)(nwi adaptive filter taps
N adaptive filter window size
〉〈= )(| )()( nwnxny ( B.3 )
)(ny adaptive filter output data samples
1 2 M.  atrix notation of filter operation    :
[ ] Txn-xn-xnxn ||||   )0(  )2( , )1( , )( )( 〉〉〉〉= KX ( B.4 )
)(nX adaptive filter input data matrix
[ ] Trn-rn-rnrnr|  )0(  )2( , )1( , )( )( ∗∗∗∗∗ =〉 K ( B.5 )
〉∗ )(nr| prediction of system response
 )(nr∗ predicted response data samples
[ ] Trn-rn-rnrnr| )0(  )2( , )1( , )( )( K=〉 ( B.6 )
〉)(nr| system response
 )(nr response data samples
Section 1   Recursive Least Squares Filter   B – 2
B.3 ? 〉=〉 )()()(* nnnr w|| X ( B.7 )
1 3 Input and output cross correlations.       :
〉=〉 + )()()( ** nnn r|b| X ( B.8 )
〉=〉 + )()()( nnn r|b| X ( B.9 )
〉)(* nb| cross correlation of predicted system response 〉*r|
and input data matrix X
〉)(nb| cross correlation of system response 〉r|
and input data matrix X
1 4 The principle of orthogonality conserving cross correlations.      -    :
〉=〉 )()(* nn b|b| ( B.10 )
B.8 ? 〉=〉+ )()()( * nnn b|r|X
B.7 ? 〉=〉+ )()()()( nnnn b|w|XX ( B.11 )
( ) 〉=〉 + )()()()( 1 nnnn b|w| -XX ( B.12 )
1 5 Input data autocorrelation.     :
)()()( nnn XXZ += ( B.13 )
)(nZ autocorrelation matrix of adaptive filter input data
1 6 The least squares estimate.      : 1
〉=〉 − )()()( 1 nnn b|w| Z ( B.14 )
1 7 Recursion of the inverse autocorrelation matrix.        :
1 proof that least squares criterion is valid see 1 11.  on page B 4–
B – 3 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations








B.13 ? || )()()1()1()( nxnxnnn 〉〈+−−= + XXZ
|| )()()1()( nxnxnn 〉〈+−= ZZ ( B.15 )
B.15 ? )1()()()1()( 11 || −〉〈+=− nnxnxnn -- ZIZZ
)1()()()()()1( 1111 || −〉〈+=− −− nnxnxnnn -- ZZZZ
)1()()()()1()( 1111 || −〉〈−−= −− nnxnxnnn -- ZZZZ ( B.16 )
and with the substitutes
〉=〉 − )()()( || 1 nxnng Z ( B.17 )
〉−=〉 − )()1()( || 1 nxnnf Z ( B.18 )
〉)(| ng adaptation gain vector
〉)(| nf filtered data vector
|| )()()1()( 11 nfngnn 〉〈−−= −− ZZ ( B.19 )
1 8 Adaptation gain vector.     :
B.17
B.19 ? ( ) 〉〉〈−−=〉 )()()()1()( ||1 nnfngnng x|| -Z
〉〉〈−〉−= )()()()()1( ||1 nnfngnn xx|-Z










g ( B.20 )
1 9 Recursion of the cross correlation vector.        :
B.4






Section 1   Recursive Least Squares Filter   B – 4
B.9  ? 〉=〉 + )()()( nnn r|b| X
〉⋅+〉−−=〉 + )( )()1()1()( ||| nxnrnrnnb X
〉⋅+〉−=〉 )( )()1()( || nxnrnbnb ( B.21 )
1 10 Tuning of the adaptive filter taps.        :
〉=〉 )()()( 1 nbnnw || -Z
B.21 ? 〉⋅+〉−= −− )()( )()1()( || 11 nxnnrnbn ZZ
B.17 ? 〉⋅+〉−= − )()()1()( ||1 ngnrnbnZ
B.19 ? 〉⋅+〉−〉〈−〉−−= − )()()1()()()1()1( ||||1 ngnrnbnfngnbnZ
( ) 〉⋅〉−〈−+〉−= )()1()()()1( ||| ngnbnfnrnw
B.18  ? see 2 )1()()( 1|| −〈=〈 − nnxnf Z
B.14  ? 〉−−=〉− )1()1()1( || nwnnb Z
〉−〈=〉−〈 )1()()1()( || nwnxnbnf
( ) 〉⋅〉−〈−+〉−=〉 )()1()()()1()( |||| ngnwnxnrnwnw ( B.22 )
〉−〈−=∗ )1()()()( | nwnxnrne ( B.23 )
)(ne∗ a priori  system identification error
〉⋅+〉−=〉 ∗ )()()1()( ||| ngnenwnw ( B.24 )
1 11 Proof of the least squares property.        :
〉−〉=〉−〉=〉 ∗ )(|)()()(|)()( ||| nwnnrnrnrne X ( B.25 )
2 ( ) ( ) IIZZZZ =+=+=++ −− 11 ? ( ) ( ) 11 −− +=+ ZZ
( ) ( ) XXXXXXZ +=+++=++=+ ? ZZ =+
? ( ) 11 −− =+ ZZ
B – 5 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
〉)(| ne a posteriori  system identification error vector
〉〈= )()()( ||||| nenene ( B.26 )
|||| )(ne system identification error norm, i.e. sum of squares










X ( B.27 )
〉〈+〉〈⋅−〉〈= )(|)()()(|)(2)(|)(||)(|| nwnnwnbnwnrnrne Z ( B.28 )
comparison of two different estimates 〉)(0| nw  and 〉)(1| nw
let 〉⋅=〉 0|| )()( wnnb Z ( B.29 )
〉〈+〉〈⋅−〉〈= )(|)()()(|)(2)(|)(||)(|| 0000 nwnnwnbnwnrnrne Z































〉−−〈= ))()(()(|))()(( 1010 nwnwnnwnw Z
〉−−〈= + ))()(()(|)())()(( 1010 nwnwnnnwnw XX
0||))()(()(|| 10 ≥−= nwnwnX ( B.30 )
thus
||)(||||)(|| 01 nene ≥ ( B.31 )
Section 1   Recursive Least Squares Filter   B – 6
which approves that 〉)(0| nw  fulfills the least squares criterion.
1 12 Summary.   :
▷ initialization




 lowfor  constant positivesmall 
 highfor  constant positive largeσ
▷ recursion
1. 〉−〈= )1(| )()(* nwnxny response prediction
2. )()()( nynrne ∗∗ −= a priori  system identification error










g adaptation gain vector
5. 〉⋅+〉−=〉 ∗ )()()1()( ||| ngnenwnw model tuning
6. || )()()1()( 11 nfngnn 〉〈−−= −− ZZ inverse autocorrelation matrix
update
( B.32 )
B – 7 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
2. Kalman Filter 
The following paragraph shows the solution to the least mean squares fit problem of a
given system. The presentation features the well known 〉〈 ketbra |  notation to handle
the linear algebra transformations.
2 1 Filter kernel.    :
[ ] TNnxnxnxnxnx|   )1(  )2( , )1( , )( )( +−−−=〉 K ( B.33 )
[ ] TN nwnwnwnwnw   )(  )( , )( , )( )( 321| K=〉 ( B.34 )
)(nx adaptive filter input data samples
)(nwi adaptive filter taps
N adaptive filter window size
〉〈= )(| )()( nwnxny ( B.35 )
)(ny adaptive filter output data samples
2 2 M.  atrix notation of filter operation     :
[ ] TLnxnxnxnxn ||||   )1(  )2( , )1( , )( )( 〉+−〉−〉−〉= KX ( B.36 )
)(nX adaptive filter input data matrix of order NL×
L prediction length
[ ] Trn-rn-rnrnr|  )0(  )2( , )1( , )( )( ∗∗∗∗∗ =〉 K ( B.37 )
〉∗ )(nr| prediction of system response
 )(nr∗ predicted response data samples
[ ] Trn-rn-rnrnr| )0(  )2( , )1( , )( )( K=〉 ( B.38 )
〉)(nr| system response
 )(nr response data samples
Section 2   Kalman Filter B – 8
B.35 ? 〉=〉 )()()(* nnnr w|| X ( B.39 )
2 3 State space model of the system under observation.          :
system state transition
stochasticticdeterminis
〉+〉=〉+ )()()()1( ||| nnnns s σΦ ( B.40 )
〉)(| ns system state vector
)(nΦ state transition operator
〉)(| nσ system state random walk vector
system response
stochasticticdeterminis
〉+〉=〉 )( )()()( ||| nρnsnnr X ( B.41 )
〉)(| nρ observation noise vector
2 4 Response prediction and state estimation errors.        :
〉−〉=〉 ∗ )()()( ||| nrnrne ( B.42 )
〉)(| ne system response prediction error vector
〉−〉=〉 )()()( ||| nwnsnε ( B.43 )
〉)(| nε system state estimation error vector
2 5 Prediction error decomposition.     :
B.42 ? 〉−〉=〉 ∗ )()()( ||| nrnrne
B.39
B.41 ? 〉−〉+〉= )()()()()( ||| nwnnρnsn XX
〉+〉=〉 )()()()( ||| nρnnne εX ( B.44 )
B – 9 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
2 6 Prediction error back transformation.      :
〉=〉∗ )()()( || nenn Δε ( B.45 )
〉∗ )(| nε system state estimation corrector
)(nΔ system response prediction error back transformator
2 7 The least mean squares estimate.       : 3
B.40 ? ( )〉+〉=〉+ ∗ )()()()1( ||| nnnnw w εΦ
B.45 ? ( )〉+〉= )()()()( || nnnn ew ΔΦ
B.42 ? ( )( )〉〉−+〉= ∗ )()()()()( ||| nnnnn rrw ΔΦ
B.39 ? ( )( )〉−〉+〉= )()()()()()( ||| nnnnnn wrw XΔΦ
( )〉−〉+〉=〉+ )()()()()()()1( |||| nnnnnnn wrww XGΦ ( B.46 )
with the Kalman gain matrix
)()()( nnn ΔG Φ= ( B.47 )
2 8 Error cross correlations.     :
|| )()()( nenEn 〉〈= ∗∗ εB ( B.48 )
|| )()()( nenEn 〉〈= εB ( B.49 )
∗B cross correlation matrix of system state estimation
corrector and system response prediction error vector
B cross correlation matrix of system state estimation
and system response prediction error vectors
B.45
B.48 ? || )()()()( neneEnn 〉〈⋅=∗ ΔB ( B.50 )
B.44 ? |||||| )()()()()()()()( nnEnnnEnneneE ρρεε 〉〈+〉〈⋅=〉〈 +⋅XX
3 proof that least mean squares criterion is valid see 2 13.  on page B 14–
Section 2   Kalman Filter B – 10
)()()()()()( 21|| nnnnneneE OXOX +=〉〈 + ( B.51 )
with the state estimation error covariance matrix
|| )()()(1 nnEn εε 〉〈=O ( B.52 )
the observation noise covariance matrix
|| )()()(2 nnEn ρρ 〉〈=O ( B.53 )
and moreover the  system state random walk covariance matrix
|| )()()(3 nnEn σσ 〉〈=O ( B.54 )
( ))()()()()()( 21 nnnnnn OXOXΔB +⋅= +∗ ( B.55 )
and with the substitute
)()()( 1 nnn
+= XOF ( B.56 )
)(nF filtered data matrix
( ))()()()()( 2 nnnnn OFXΔB +⋅=∗ ( B.57 )
B.49 ? || )()()( nenEn 〉〈= εB
B.44 ? )()()()()( |||| nnnEnenE +⋅〉〈=〉〈 Xεεε
)()(1 nn
+= XO ( B.58 )
)()( nn FB = ( B.59 )
2 9 The principle of orthogonality conserving cross correlations.      -    :
)()( nn BB =∗ ( B.60 )
B – 11 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
2 10 Prediction error back transformator.      :
B.57
B.59  ? ( ) 12 )()()()()( −+⋅= nnnnn OFXFΔ ( B.61 )
provided that the inverse exists.
2 11 Recursion of the system state estimation error vector.         
〉−〉=〉 )()()( ||| nwnsnε
−〉−+〉−−= )1()1()1( || nnn s σΦ
( )〉−−−〉−−−〉−− )1()1()1()1()1()1( ||| nnnnnn wrw XGΦ
( ) −〉−+〉−−〉−−= )1()1()1()1( ||| nnnn ws σΦ
B.41 ? ( ) 〉−−−〉−−〉−−− )1()1()1()1()1()1( || nnnnnn ws ρGXG
( ) −〉−−−−−=〉 )1()1()1()1()( || nnnnn εε XGΦ
〉−+〉−− )1()1()1( || nnn σρG ( B.62 )
2 12 Recursion of the system state estimation error covariance matrix.          
|| )()()(1 nnEn εε 〉〈=O
( ) || )1()1()1()1()1( −〉〈−−−−−= nnEnnn εεXGΦ
( ) +−−−− +)1()1()1( nnn XGΦ
+−−〉〈−− + )1()1()1()1( || nnnEn GG ρρ
|| )1()1( −〉〈− nnE σσ
( ) )1()1()1()1( 1 −−−−−= nnnn OXGΦ
B.52 ? ( ) +−−−− +++ )1()1()1( nnn GXΦ
B.53 ? +−−− + )1()1()1( 2 nnn GOG
B.54 ? )1(3 −nO
Section 2   Kalman Filter B – 12
( ) −−−−−−−= + )1()1()1()1()1()( 11 nnnnnn ΦOXGΦO
( ) )1()1()1()1()1()1( 1 −−−−−−− ++ nnnnnn GXOXGΦ
)1()1()1()1( 32 −+−−− + nnnn OGOG
( ) −−−−−−−= + )1()1()1()1()1( 1 nnnnn ΦOXGΦ
B.56 ? ( ) )1()1()1()1()1( −−−−−− + nnnnn GFXGΦ
)1()1()1()1( 32 −+−−− + nnnn OGOG
( ) −−−−−−−= + )1()1()1()1()1( 1 nnnnn ΦOXGΦ
+−−− + )1()1()1( nnn GFΦ
( ) )1()1()1()1()1()1( 32 −+−−+−−− + nnnnnn OGOFXG
( ) −−−−−−−= + )1()1()1()1()1( 1 nnnnn ΦOXGΦ
( )( ) +−−+−−−−−− + )1()1()1()1()1()1()1( 2 nnnnnnn GOFXGFΦ
)1(3 −nO
B.47
B.61  ? ( ))1()1()1()1()1()1( 2 −+−−−=−− nnnnnn OFXGFΦ
)1()1()1()1()1()1()1()( 311 −+−−−−−−−= ++ nnnnnnnn OΦFGΦOΦO
( B.63 )
2 13 Proof of the least mean squares property.         :
〉−〉=〉 ∗ )(|)(|)(| nnn εεϑ ( B.64 )
〉)(| nϑ  model correction a posteriori error vector
〉〈= )(|)()(|| || nnn E ϑϑϑ ( B.65 )
|||| )(nϑ   a posteriori  error norm, i.e. sum of squares
〉−−〈=〉〈 ∗∗ )()(|)()()(|)( nnnnnn εεεεϑϑ
〉〈〉〈〉〈 ∗∗∗ +⋅−= )(|)()(|)(2)(|)(||)(|| nnEnnEnnEn εεεεεεϑ ( B.66 )
B – 13 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations
comparison of two different model corrections
〉∗ )(0| nε  and 〉∗ )(1| nε
〉〈〉〈〉〈 ∗∗∗ +⋅−= )(|)()(|)(2)(|)(||)(|| 0000 nnEnnEnnEn εεεεεεϑ














εεεεϑϑ ( B.68 )
















εεεεϑϑ ( B.69 )

















〉〈 ∗∗∗∗ −−= )()(|)()( 1010 nnnnE εεεε
0||)()( 10|| ≥−= ∗∗ nn εε ( B.70 )
thus
||)(||||)(|| 01 nn ϑϑ ≥ ( B.71 )
which approves that 〉∗ )(0| nε  fulfills the least mean squares criterion.
Section 2   Kalman Filter B – 14
2 14 Summary.   :
▷ initialization
I⋅= 21 )0( σO I⋅= 22 )0( ρO I⋅= 23 )0( σO 〉〉 = ow |)0(|
▷ recursion
1. 〉=〉 )()()(* nnnr w|| X response prediction
2. 〉−〉=〉 ∗ )()()( ||| nrnrne a priori  system identification error
3. )()()( 1 nnn += XOF filtered data matrix
4. ( ) 12 )()()()()( −+⋅= nnnnn OFXFΔ error back transformator
5. )()()( nnn ΔG Φ= Kalman gain matrix

















ΦOΦO autocovariance matrix update
( B.72 )
▷ simple case
0=ρ 1)(* =〉nr| dimension IΦ =
1. 〉〈= )()()( nnxny w| response prediction
2. )()()( nynrne −= a priori  system identification error










g Kalman gain vector




νπ 00 2 ⋅=Ω
0ν : basic harmonic frequency
sν : sampling frequency
〉x| : complex system input
〉w| : complex system parameters
B – 15 Appendix B Mathematical Derivations











OO autocovariance matrix update
( B.73 )









































































1. 〉〈 += )()()( nnxny w| response prediction
2. )()()( nynrne −= a priori  system identification error









g Kalman gain vector











OO autocovariance matrix update
( B.74 )
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C ?  1 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
crosssection A - A'
Page 1 of 5
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch , Dr. Franco Laeri
precision plate UNIDAL®
material code EN AW / DIN: 7019 special / 3.4325
alloy AlZn4Mg2Mn (custom)
Type: T651- tempered (solution treated – 





















79 + 0.05- 0
95



















































































































57 + 0- 0.05
95







crosssection A - A'
Page 2 of 5
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch , Dr. Franco Laeri
precision plate UNIDAL®
material code EN AW / DIN: 7019 special / 3.4325
alloy AlZn4Mg2Mn (custom)
Type: T651- tempered (solution treated – 




TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.2
C ?  3 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
Page 3 of 5
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch , Dr. Franco Laeri
Dural® - aluminum/copper/magnesium
alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
stainless steel ST37 nickel-plated, brass
piano string Ø 0.7
Linear Translation Stage
Small Parts I
TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.3 Pos.4
Pos.5
Spring Blocker Spring Guide comb.
Compression Spring
material: Dural® 
no.  elastic turns 50
total turns 56
built-in length 67 ...  42
material: ST37 nickel-plated (cylindrical mandrel)
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Page 4 of 5
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch , Dr. Franco Laeri
Dural® - aluminum/copper/magnesium
alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
stainless steel ST37 nickel-plated
Linear Translation Stage
Small Parts II
TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.7
Ball Tip Mechanical Endstop
DC Mike Nanoactuator Support
material:  Dural® , ball ST37 
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Pos.6
C ?  5 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
Page 5 of 5
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch , Dr. Franco Laeri
precision plate UNIDAL® AlZn4Mg2Mn
Dural® - Al95Cu4Mg1
stainless steel ST37 nickel-plated, brass
piano string Ø 0.7
Linear Translation Stage
Assembly

















1  Schneeberger Formula S rail :
    type RN , stainless steel , rollers
2  mounting screws M4x14
3  set screws M3x5
4  flat head screws M4x12
5 mounting screws M3x20
6 mounting screw M3x8
7 linear servo motor
Section 2   Atomic Force Microscope  C ?  6
Page 1 of 1
15.01.2006Design : Karl Koch
LINOS microbench components
Dural® - aluminum/copper/magnesium
alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
Edmund Industry Optics IR mirror ∅ 25mm
Laser Components optical prism 0.5 inch
rectangular 10/5 L/10 quarz, gold coated
AFM
Microscope Body






























C ?  7 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
crosssection A - A'
Page 1 of 4
15.01.2006Design adapted to WITEC alpha SNOM
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1




TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.1
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crosssection A - A'
Page 2 of 4
15.01.2006Design adapted to WITEC alpha SNOM
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
brass




TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.2
































































C ?  9 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
crosssection A - A'
Page 3 of 4
15.01.2006Design adapted to WITEC alpha SNOM
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
stainless steel ST37
Welter neodym magnet cylindrical nickel cap




TUD - Institute of Applied Physics
Pos.3






































A A' B B'
25˚  M2.5













part 3a bottom view
part 3b top view
Section 2   Atomic Force Microscope  C ?  10
Page 4 of 4
15.01.2006Design adapted to WITEC alpha SNOM
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
brass
stainless steel ST37
Welter neodym magnet cylindrical nickel cap










C ?  11 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
crosssection A - A'
Page 1 of 2
15.01.2006Design : Karl Koch ,  Kai Schmitt
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
Edmund Industry Optics IR mirror ∅ 25mm
AFM
IR Mirror Holder

















(    35 )







Section 2   Atomic Force Microscope  C ?  12
Page 2 of 2
15.01.2006Design : Karl Koch , Kai Schmitt
LINOS microbench components
custom mirror mounting cylinder ∅ 30mm
Edmund Industry Optics IR mirror ∅ 25mm
















1  cross mounting plate with
    screw holes
2  microbench optocube
3  female microscope union
4  mirror mounting cylinder 45˚
    adjustment with orthogonal
    optical paths







C ?  13 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
crosssection C - C'
Page 1 of 1
15.01.2006Design : Karl Koch , Kai Schmitt
DURAL® alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
Laser Components FP-82/8AF-AV-SD5
laser diode module 820nm
AFM
IR Laser Diode Tube





















crosssection A - A'


















Section 3   Nanocartographer C ?  14
Page 1 of 2
15.01.2006Design : Karl Koch
Dural® - aluminum/copper/magnesium
alloy Al95/Cu 4/Mg 1
Nanocarthographer
Cross Mounting



















































front view side view bottom view
30.5
C ?  15 Appendix C Mechanical Drawings
Page 2 of 2
15.01.2006Design :  Karl Koch
1 x PI M-531 DD linear stage
2 x PI M-230.25 DC mike















1  microbench optocubes
2  connection rods
3  microscope objective
4  quadrant detector ( PSD )
5  adapter plate
6  linear stage z-axis
7  servo motor z-axis
  8  nanocartograph body 
  9  linaer stage y-axis
10  servo motor y-axis
11  adapter plate
12  motorized linear stage x-axis
13  triple axis nanopositioning piezo scanner
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